With this industry-leading application, your cargo staff can use handheld devices to enter and access data from anywhere at any time to enhance your business outcomes.

In your fast-moving business where you must optimize your perishable capacity, time is money, and so is staff productivity. But too often your workers are constrained from operating efficiently.

- Your teams must handle reams of paper that typify the cargo supply chain — first writing shipment location, condition and receipt on paper and then entering the same information later on the computer. That delay means your data is quickly outdated.
- You don’t have a way to track and monitor cargo from end to end, which makes it difficult to locate missing shipments and reduce cargo loss.
- The task of cargo inventory-taking is a laborious and time-consuming task, with staff obliged to go from place to place ticking off shipments by hand on reams of printouts.
- Air cargo organizations tend to lag in terms of offering valuable services that e-commerce giants have conditioned customers to value and expect, e.g., recording delivery, accepting signatures, taking photos and facilitating the claims process.
- You may be paying too much to settle claims simply because you lack the ability to assess customer claims and are thus obliged to pay them.

Highlights

- Capture real-time data for better business decisions
- Gain end-to-end visibility of your cargo for better business outcomes
- Simplify labor-intensive tasks to improve productivity
- Increase revenue-generating e-commerce opportunities
- Delight cargo workers with modern tools
- Delight customers with premium services
- Reduce claims and losses
- Rely on Unisys for world-class cybersecurity protections
- Integrate easily into your current systems
What if you could solve those shortcomings with a single, easy-to-install mobile application?

Employee satisfaction could skyrocket as they find themselves performing at top productivity using modern technology tools they see and use in their private lives. You could find new revenue opportunities and opportunities to cut the cost of labor, claims and losses — all while delighting your customers!

Now you can do all that with Unisys Cargo Mobile.

Streamline data capture to gain real-time data for better decisions – No longer do your workers need to record data on paper and then re-enter data that is already outdated back at the office. Instead, they can use hand-held devices to scan shipments and enter and access cargo data from any location at any time — under the aircraft, on the dock, in the warehouse and upon delivery. And they can constantly work with real-time data to make faster and better decisions.

Gain end-to-end visibility for better business outcomes – By updating shipment movement and status through on-the-spot scans, your workers can track and monitor cargo at every step of its journey. Real-time updates mean that data is always current, eliminating confusion and redundancies. Cargo Mobile can be used at an airline’s own hub and also foreign stations by providing GHA access through a simple download on any mobile device to handle cargo.

Simplify labor-intensive tasks to improve productivity – Shipments can be scanned for validation with a mobile device. Stocktaking is easy and efficient — no paper, only scanning with hand-held devices. The results are bound to be more accurate as well.

Increase revenue-generating e-commerce opportunities – You can generate new revenue by going beyond traditional airport-to-airport transport to door-to-door delivery or pickup, using mobile devices to record delivery, accept signatures, take photos and facilitate the claims process. At the customer’s door, the courier can obtain signature, capture an ID or photograph and record acceptance.

Reduce claims and losses – With Cargo Mobile, workers can capture images to visually document the condition of shipments at the time of delivery, and customers can be asked to sign off on receipt of the cargo as well as its condition, enabling you to assess the validity of claims rather than automatically paying. By tracking shipments through their end-to-end journey and capturing the chain of custody, you can boost cost savings by reducing cargo loss and easily locate misplaced shipments.

Delight your customers with superior cargo management

By streamlining end-to-end cargo management and enabling full visibility into the cargo supply chain, you can provide better, faster service to your customers and build their trust in you for on-time delivery of their goods in excellent condition.

For more information visit unisys.com/cargo.

Why Unisys?

Unisys has served the air cargo business with innovative solutions for more than four decades. Clients remain loyal to us for decades because we continually solicit their feedback, ideas and challenges and weave them into our solutions. We draw on the innovativeness of Unisys developers to continually expand our air cargo line. And we draw on Unisys unparalleled leadership in cybersecurity to protect our clients. We offer Unisys Cargo Mobile as a seamless, integrated solution that can be accessed from a range of mobile devices across all parts of the business to simplify processes, be intuitive to users, provide a better customer experience and increase revenue.